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About the Book
Operations Research discusses the methods to solve all the important types of problems in the subject, including Linear Programming,
Transportation Problems, Assignment Problems, Dynamic Programming, Decision Theory, Game Theory, Integer Programming, Inventory
Management, Simulation and Queuing Theory. With its approach and focus, this book will be an indispensable book for B. Tech students of
Mechanical, Industrial and Production Engineering. It will also serve as a good reference book for students of management education and
mathematics.

Salient Features
An engaging overview of the subject, to aid in developing a good perspective of OR
Lucid treatment of all the methods, with aid of examples to help, build a strong foundation
More than 200 problems, solved in a step by step manner to aid easy understanding
Exercises at the end of every topic, to give ample scope for practice
Model question papers at the end of the book, to help in revising the subject after the course is taught
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Transportation problems or ';distribution models'
Assignment problems
Dynamic programming
Theory of decision
Game theory (competitive strategies)
Integer programming
Deterministic and stochastic inventory models
Simulation
Queueing theory (waiting lines)
Question Papers
Index
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